
 

3DSOM Pro V4.2.7.4

3dsom pro is currently available for 64 bit windows os only. mac users can install under bootcamp or using desktop parallels (you will need a copy of 64 bit windows). please get in touch if you are interested in an os x or linux port. in this release we have extended the 3dsom pro functionality to include a new camera marker-less based workflow. you can take photos of an object in the field and 3dsom pro semi-automatically constructs a 3d model of the
object. you can work in the camera view of the model as well as the 3d view. so if you are in a museum or gallery with many interesting objects then you can create a 3d model of them from the photos you took of them. the 3dsom pro can be operated from a pc, mac, linux or android device. you can use the 3dsom pro applications from any location. the 3dsom pro has a large and growing range of uses. in this release we have added the ability to load
objects from google sketchup. you can import a 3d model from sketchup, import an image from google drive and then set up a 3dsom pro project. the 3dsom pro can be operated from a pc, mac, linux or android device. you can use the 3dsom pro applications from any location. finally, 3dsom pro has been extended to support the use of a camera attached to a computer monitor or tv. this allows users to position a calibrated 3dsom pro camera over a

target specimen and take photographs from different viewing positions using the mouse. the system automatically locates each camera position in the photographs and returns the camera parameter and camera location data allowing 3dsom pro to align the photographs and build a 3d model.
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3DSOM Pro V4.2.7.4

3dsom pro is a professional tool for creating and presenting 3d models from photographs. 3dsom pro includes
a wide range of powerful and intuitive tools including 3d modeling, cursors, scaling, rigging, and many more

features. we are now also available as a fully-featured service offering cloud-based 3d scanning and 3d
printing of models. use the 3dsom pro website to upload the images from your specimen, specify what type of

model you wish to create, and select the method and colour of the model, all in less than 10 seconds. this
software is the basis of the 3dsom arviewer. it can use a model to generate a synthetic image of the model,
which can be displayed on a screen or projected onto a screen or wall. a 3dsom model can also be used as a
base for creating an augmented reality version of the model. just as with 3dsom pro, 3dsom arviewer is now
also available as a service that can be used to create an augmented reality version of a 3dsom pro model.

both services are available on the 3dsom pro website. you can now print 3dsom pro models directly from the
website. simply download the model, export it as stl or obj (or your choice of industry standard format), and

print using your favourite 3d printing service (see links on the right). we have made it even easier to create a
3dsom pro model for 3d printing. you can now upload an image from your specimen, specify what type of

model you wish to create, and select the method and colour of the model, all in less than 10 seconds. you can
see examples of the output models in the 3dsom pro website, or download a free trial if you are interested in

creating a model. 5ec8ef588b
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